
Datasheet Sizes
Datasheets or spec sheets differ in wide-ranging sizes and dimensions according to the
needs and preferences of one’s company or organization. Whether you are working on a
business datasheet, a performance sheet, a garment specification sheet, an equipment
specification sheet, or a product specification sheet, creating a well-structured datasheet will
certainly help you to be efficient in your work.

Datasheet Sizes Standard

Letter (US)

A US Letter or ANSI Letter paper size has measurements of 8.5 x 11 inches, 21.59 x 27.94
cm., and 215.9 x 279.4 mm. This is the most commonly used paper size by many
businesses, organizations, and professionals for their datasheets, reports, and other office
records.



Legal (US)

Datasheets printed in US legal paper have standard sizes of 8.5 x 14 inches, 21.59 x 35.56
cm., and 215.9 x 355.6 mm. A US legal-size paper is generally used for business contracts,
depositions, legal briefs, and other documents.

A4

Datasheets printed in A4 paper have standard sizes of 8.5 x 14 inches, 21 x 29.7 cm., and
210 x 297 mm. A4 is one of the most widely used in letters, and publications, and it appears
to be the standard paper size for most home and office printers.

A5

The measurement for datasheets printed in A1 paper is 5.83 x 8.27 inches, 14.8 x 21 cm.,
and 148 x 210 mm. Having a smaller size and approximately half of A4 paper, it is compact
and handy, and easy to carry around at various business events.

Datasheet Sizes for Print

The ideal datasheet sizes for print are US Letter and A4. Letter-size datasheets are printed
with measurements of 8.5 x 11 inches, or 21.59 x 27.94 cm. While datasheets in A4 have
dimensions of 8.5 x 14 inches or 21 x 29.7 cm. These paper sizes are mostly used by
businesses, organizations, and professionals for advertising, marketing, documentation,
reporting, and project management.



Datasheet Sizes for Business

Many businesses use US letter datasheet size with a standard size of 8.5 x 11 inches, or
21.59 x 27.94 cm. They also use an A5 datasheet size for marketing their brands, products,
and/or services. Retail stores and shops use these standard sizes for their spec sheets, and
product catalogs because they are easy to carry and the text and visual elements are
clearly indicated well.



Datasheet Sizes for MS Word

The datasheet paper sizes available in MS Word or Microsoft Word are letter, tabloid, legal,
executive, A4, and A5. Letter paper size has a measurement of 8.5 x 11 inches, or 21.59 x
27.94 cm., tabloid paper size is measured 11 x 17 inches, or 27.94 x 43.18 cm, legal paper
size has a measurement of 8.5 x 14 inches, or 21.59 x 35.56 cm., and executive paper is
measured 7 x 10 inches or 18.42 x 26.67 cm. While A4 paper has standard sizes of 8.5 x 14
inches, or 21 x 29.7 cm, and A5 paper is measured at 5.83 x 8.27 inches, or 14.8 x 21 cm.





Datasheet Sizes for Apple Pages

When you create a datasheet in Apple Pages, you may use standard paper sizes that you
can see in the document formatting options such as US letter, US legal, executive, 8.5 x 13,
A4, and A5. US letter is measured at 8.5 x 11 inches, and US legal is measured at 8.5 x 14
inches. While A4 and A5 papers have sizes of 8.5 x 14 inches, and 5.83 x 8.27 inches.



Datasheet Sizes for Google Docs

Create well-designed datasheets while using Google Docs. The standard paper sizes for
datasheets are letter (8.5 x 11 inches), legal (8.5 x 14 inches), and executive (7.25 x 10.5
inches). You may also use A4 (8.27 x 11.69 inches) and A5 (5.83 x 8.27 inches) paper
sizes.



Datasheet Sizes FAQs

What are the dimensions of a datasheet?

The standard dimensions or ideal sizes of a datasheet are US Letter, US Legal, A4, and A5
paper sizes.

What is the company datasheet layout?

The company datasheet layout is composed of the main title, product image, primary
heading, secondary heading, subheadings, product features and specifications, company
logo, and business contact information.

How to print datasheet in 8.27 x 11.69 size using Microsoft Word?

When you open Microsoft Word, go to File, click Print, look at the Print Settings, change the
size of your document to A4 (21 x 29.7 cm. or 8.27 x 11.69 inches), and then, tap the Print
button.

How to scale the size of the datasheet?

If you need to scale or adjust the size of your datasheet, simply place your pointer between
the selectors in your datasheet, drag the columns or rows that you need to modify, or go to
Page Layout and look for Scale to Fit group and make some necessary adjustments.

What is the good font size for a datasheet?

The recommended font size for a datasheet is 12.

What is the size of the product datasheet?

The size of the product datasheet is usually US Letter paper size (8.5 x 11 inches or 21.59 x
27.94 cm.)

How to increase the size of the datasheet in Excel?



Go to Page Layout, search for Scale to Fit group, and increase the width and height size of
your datasheet in Excel.

How to Resize Columns in Datasheet View in MS Access?

If you want to edit and resize the columns in the datasheet view in MS Access, drag the
right border of your column header to the left or right, or simply double-click the right border
of the column.

What is the standard datasheet size in inches?

The standard datasheet size in inches is 8.5 x 11 inches.

How to make a data sheet in A5 size?

Open your document in Microsoft Word, or Google Docs, select print, and paper size, and
pick the A5 format.


